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The Problem
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Slide courtesy of Dr Joaquin Valderrama

Participants with higher 

lifetime noise exposure have 

degraded neural response to 

sound
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Objectives

o Which factors predict the ability to 

understand speech in noise?

o Can we develop a model for 

predicting which normal hearing 

adults will experience difficulty 

understanding speech in noise?

o Is the model accurate?
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SSQ12 speech 

items        
LiSN-S NAL-DCT

Composite speech-in-noise score (CSS)

SELF REPORT PLUS TWO SPEECH-IN-NOISE MEASURES
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No differences between groups

(n = 30)

(n = 30)

Low-CSS = High-CSS
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Group Differences

Low-CSS < High-CSS

(n = 30)

(n = 30)

Low-CSS: older

Low-CSS: poorer auditory processing

Low-CSS: poorer 

language skills

Low-CSS: poorer 

attentional skills
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Low CSS             High CSS

Working memory

Extended high frequencies

(n = 30)

(n = 30)
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What does it all mean?
ACCURACY  OF MODEL

76/100
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What does it all mean?

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Extended high frequencies:

 early indicator of subclinical damage 

 baseline monitoring hearing levels

 counselling re: noise exposure / hearing 

protection 

 extended bandwidth devices 

Working memory 

 clinically viable tests 

 training packages 

Yeend, I., Beach,E.F., and Sharma, M.(under review) Working memory and extended high-

frequency hearing in adults: diagnostic predictors of speech-in-noise perception.

“Get testing! What are you waiting for?”
Moore et al (2017) Benefits of Extended High-Frequency 

Audiometry for Everyone. The Hearing Journal 70, 50-55.
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Evidence based advice
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